MAKE A SEAGRASS MEADOW!

GATHER

Anything that can be used to make your creatures: junk leaves, twigs, maybe some feathers.

CREATE

Creatures that live in seagrass! How about a loo roll anemone? Stone jelly fish? or milk bottle cod?

BUILD

Your seagrass scene in a patch of long ‘sea’ grass. Use trees or nearby structures to dangle creatures that are swimming over your seagrass meadow.

TOP TIPS

- Use a handy adult when cutting and sticking.
- Paint tissue paper and magazine pictures are a great way to add colour.
- A jiffy mix and painting dangling might be a jelly fish.
- Buttons, bottle caps and small stones or pebbles make great eyes.
- Long sticks might be legs or a pineapple crab home.
- Clothes pegs make snappy lobsters or crabs.
- Wine bottle corks are great to stick things in!
- How about feathers for hair?
- Your wooden sticks can be spiked into the ground to help your animals swim above the meadow.

NOW TRY:

Flat fish, seahorse, cod, burke, shark, skulls, shrimps, pineapple anemone, cuttlefish, marines, crabs, beetles, octopus, parrotfish, bennetfish and so many more.

NOTICE HOW THE GRASS MAKES THE PERFECT HIDING SPACES FOR YOUR CREATURES!

Seagrass does the same, helping animals to hide from predators.